Bonded Block Modeling of a Tunnel Excavation with Support
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Modeling Procedure
Step 1

Generate the blocks to define the tunnel geometry

Step 2

Assign properties to blocks and joints. Apply in-situ stresses and
boundary conditions. Solve to equilibrium

Step 3

Simulate gradual excavation of the tunnel by deleting tunnel blocks
and gradually reducing reaction forces on the tunnel surface

Step 4

At 70% force reduction, apply surface support and cable bolt support.
Assign cable properties

Step 5

Resume unloading to 100% force reduction

Step 6

Apply a loading and unloading to the tunnel to simulate nearby mining
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Step 1- Geometry
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Create a new project called BBM-tunnel and add a new data file called BBM_Geometry. The Wide layout will be used for this
example (Layout – Wide).
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Specify a random seed of 10001 so that results are reproducible. Turn on a log file. Create a 7×2.4×12 m block as shown. Generate tetrahedral
zones with an edge length of 0.4 m. Use the command list zone poly to output the zones as blocks. These will be imported later to create the
BBM. Create a new plot called P_Blocks. Add Blocks to the plot. Arrange the plot window beside the data file window.
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Execute a new command to clear all model data. Set the random seed again and set the tolerance to 1 mm with the command SET atol 0.001.
The default atol will likely be too large for this example. Also, set a run name that will be used for save files and plot files. This is useful if you
want to want to run a different random manifestation of the file.
Create two new blocks and densify them (this is done to allow for non-uniform zoning in these blocks). Assign the group name
‘elastic_boundary’ to the blocks. Note that if you don’t want to execute the whole file over again, you can type in the command line ‘call
BBM_Geometry line 13’ where the line number indicates the location of the second new command.
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Import the BBM by calling the file BBM.txt that we created earlier. It is a good idea to hide the plot before importing the blocks. Hide the elastic
boundary blocks and assign the group name ‘BBM’ to the BBM blocks.
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The tunnel geometry is then defined with a series of hide and jset commands as shown. The rounded corner requires a FISH function as shown.
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Use group slot 2 to define the tunnel region. The BBM that is not part of the tunnel is assigned the group name ‘rock’ in slot 2.
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Now generate zones. For the BBM region, the zone size is 0.4 m, so that there will be one zone per block. For the elastic boundary blocks, the
zone size increases away from the region of interest. Turn off the log file and save the model.
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Step 2 – Initial stress state
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Create a new file called BBM_Initial. Create and turn on a new log file. Set the material properties as FISH parameters. This is not mandatory
but is simply an easy way to keep all properties in the same place for ease of alteration in the future.
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Assign properties to the BBM blocks. These blocks are elastic. Set up default joint properties (jmat 1). These properties will be assigned to any
new contacts that form during deformation. Use the jmodel command to assign the mohr joint model and the initial properties to the contacts.
This allows us to assign a different set of properties to each subcontact as will be done in the next step.
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A FISH function is used to assign a random distribution of strengths to the subcontacts. The mean is 2e6 and the standard deviation is 1e6.
Create a new plot called P_JointStrength. Add Joints – Contours – Properties and select tension from the Property drop-down menu. Add a cut
plane. If you wish, you can limit the maximum and minimum contours. The above plot shows a range from 1e6 to 3e6. The actual range of
strengths is greater than this.
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Next assign properties to the elastic blocks above the BBM. Also, set the contacts between the elastic blocks and the BBM to be elastic
(infinitely strong).
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Set up the in-situ stresses assuming a depth of 1200 m. The vertical stress is simply the density times gravity times depth, and the horizontal
stresses are some multiple of this. Note that in this example, the horizontal stresses are actually larger than the vertical. Click on the tab to
show the P_Blocks plot item and add Blocks – Color Scale – Stress – ZZ to ensure that the stresses have been assigned correctly. Under the
Contour attribute, check the box for Reversed so that the most compressive stresses are red.
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Add roller boundaries to all six boundaries. Set gravity and solve to the initial stress state. If the in-situ stresses and boundary conditions are set
up correctly, this should solve in less than 1000 steps.
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Identify disconnected fragments with the FRAGMENT command. This will put a fragment number into the extra variable of each block. For ease
of plotting, this can then be copied to a block group. In this example, the fragment number is put into group slot 3. Add a plot called
P_Fragments. Add a Block plot item and choose Color By Block Group. Change the Slot to 3. You can see that there is currently only one
fragment, meaning that all blocks are connected by at least one intact subcontact. The model state is then saved.
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Step 3 – Tunnel Excavation
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Create a new file called BBM_Excavation. Add the command damp local. The default damping is good for reaching static equilibrium, but local
damping should be used when trying to track movements and/or failure. Reset the displacements and velocities back to zero.
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Add displacement and velocity histories for points in the roof and floor.
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Before deleting the tunnel, we need to identify the faces/gridpoints on the tunnel surface so we can apply reaction forces to them. Use the
mark command to set up regions and find the intersection between them. Now delete the tunnel blocks. Go back to your P_Blocks plot. Hide
the ZZ Stress. In the Attributes for the Block plot item, change Color By to Surface Region. Rotate and zoom to view to roof of the tunnel.
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You may now see that some faces in the roof have not been marked properly. This is a result of the fact that the zoning operation does not
ensure that faces across joints are aligned (although it does ensure that gridpoints are aligned). Since the problem is in the planar section of the
roof, we can easily fix this using a range command as shown.
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Cycle one step to set up unbalanced forces on the boundary. We now wish to apply reaction forces to the tunnel boundary and gradually reduce
them. To set up the reduction, we need a FISH function that returns a number between 0 and 1. The bound_his function shown above will
return a number that decreases from 1 to 0 non-linearly such that there is a rapid decrease initially and a more gradual decrease as time goes
on. A second FISH function records the percentage of relaxation (from 0 to 100). Histories of these values are added.
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The reaction forces are then applied with the bound reaction command. The range is the faces/gridpoints identified earlier as the intersection
of the tunnel and the rock. The roller boundary conditions around the tunnel need to be re-applied since the bound reaction command affects
all components of motion.
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A FISH function is then used to cycle 50,000 steps, saving the state and calculating fragments every 10,000 steps. Create a new plot call
P_Disp3D. Add Blocks – Contours – Displacement. Execute the file. Now would be a good time to break for lunch.
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Now we will pause the unloading in order to apply support. This is done by over-writing the bound_his function to return a constant value equal
to the current value as shown. Cycle 5000 steps to ensure we are at equilibrium.
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Add a new plot called P_Histories. Add Charts – History. Select 1021 and 1031 to plot z-displacement in the roof and x-displacement for a point
in the wall. If you do not see a line for one of these, then check the color by expanding the Series attribute. One of the colors may be white.
Change it to a visible color. Now, shrink the vertical size of the plot by dragging up from the bottom. Add another Chart – History and add
history 5001 (relax_pct). You may need to change the color. Drag the top of the plot downwards so both history plots fit on the same page as
shown. It is clear that the model is not deforming under the constant reaction force.
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Step 4 – Add Support
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The 70% relaxation of boundary reaction forces corresponds approximately to the tunnel face being one diameter ahead of our section of
interest. We will now apply a small boundary stress of 0.1 MPa to the tunnel surface. Note that this is added to the reaction forces. As before,
we need to re-apply the roller boundaries. Reset the velocity and cycle 5000 steps. Save the file.
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Create a new data file called BBM_bolts. Turn on a new logfile. Set the bolt properties as shown. The support consists of bonded rebars and
partially bonded cables with faceplates. For the rebars, two of the bolts will lie exactly on the plane of symmetry so the cross-sectional area and
yield strength must be divided by 2. For the cables, two different properties are used to define the bonded and unbonded sections. All
properties are the same except for the strength of the grout (sbond) is set to a very low value for the unbonded section.
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A FISH function is used to install the partially bonded cables. This was done to make it easier to change the properties for the unbonded section
of the cable. Add 8 partially bonded cables as shown.
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Now add 10 bonded rebars and save the state. You may get a warning that one of the nodes does not lie inside of a block. This is OK since the
nodes will be automatically shifted to lie inside blocks.
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Add a new plot called P_Cables. Add Cables – Locations. Check the box to show Faceplates. Add axes to the plot and rotate the plot slightly to
see all of the bolts.
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Step 5 – Resume Unloading
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Create a new data file called BBM_Excavation2. Here we can resume loading from the bolted or unbolted state. For now use the bolted state
(ExBolts.3dsav). Resume relaxation of the boundary reaction forces by over-writing the bound_his function again. Use a FISH function to
execute 5 unloading steps. Each step runs for 50,000 cycles, calculates fragment information and saves the state. Don’t execute the file yet.
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The final step is to remove the reaction forces using bound xfree, bound yfree and bound zfree. You then need to re-apply the support pressure
and the roller boundaries. Reset the velocities and solve. Here we are using an unbalanced force ratio limit of 1e-6 ( the default is 1e-5). We are
also specifying a cycle limit in case the model does not solve (the tunnel is failing). Calculate the fragment information and save the state.
Execute the file. This would be a good time to go home for the day.
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Go to the plot P_Disp3D. You can see some blocks falling from the roof and some buckling in the floor.
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Click the tab to show P_Fragments. Reset the view (CTRL+R). Add a cutting plane. Observe the fragmentation around the tunnel.
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Create a new plot called P_Cracks. Add Blocks – Contours – Displacement. Change the Contour Ramp to go from green to red. Uncheck the box
for Wireframe. Create a cut plane and zoom in on the tunnel.
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Now add Joints – Contours – Normal Displacements. Let’s assume that a ‘crack’ corresponds to a joint that has opened more than 0.8 mm.
Under the Contour attribute, change the Ramp to be black and white. Set the Maximum to 0.00081 and the Minimum to 0.008. Set the Interval
to 1e-5. Now set the Below color to ‘none’ and the Above color to ‘black’. The make the plot look nicer, you can make these cracks slightly
transparent. Check the Transparency check box, click the lock icon, and set the transparency value to 3.
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Go to the plot P_Cables. Change the Color By attribute to show State. Reset the view (CTRL-R) and add a clip box so that only one layer of bolts
is shown. Add Cables – Bar Chart – Axial Force. You will now see axial forces plotted as histograms above the cables. To make it easier to see,
change the Barse Height to 0.1 and the Bars Offset to 0.2. You can see that some of the cables have yielded in places, and the cables in the roof
have ruptured and are therefore carrying almost no load.
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To make the plot even more clear, add Blocks – Contours – Displacement. Change the Contour Ramp to black and white and click the check box
for Reversed. Set the Wireframe color to grey. Now add a cutplane and ensure that the checkbox for Cutplane in the Displacement magnitude
plot item is checked. You may have to go back to the Cable plot item and uncheck the Cutplane checkbox.
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Step 6 – Loading and Unloading
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This is left as an exercise for the user. Simulate the effect of nearby mining by applying a vertical velocity to the top and bottom of the model to
first load the rock and then unload it. The file BBM_Load.3ddat shows how this could be done.
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Appendix – Tunnel with no bolts

Repeat the last 30% of tunnel boundary force relaxation without the cables. Observe the differences.
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